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I. INTRODUCTION

“Antitrust is sexy again.”

With the rise of tech giants, public discourse over their concentrated economic power is more vibrant than ever. Many have claimed that America has a competition problem. However, the evidence of rising industrial concentration and whether economic concentration in fact indicates a decline in competition is still inconclusive. Nonetheless, antitrust enforcers, commentators, and politicians alike are taking a closer look at antitrust enforcement, particularly in the context of mergers. Reformers of antitrust law have argued that merger enforcement has been “overly lax” and needs to be invigorated.

The contests over merger enforcement are attributable to the antitrust statutes’ open-ended articulation of competition and the predictive nature of merger enforcement. While § 7 of the Clayton Act expressly condemns mergers that may substantially lessen competition, none of the statutes define what “competition” means. Thus, since the enactment of the Sherman Act in 1890, misplaced debates over the proper goal of antitrust—rather than

4. See, e.g., Shapiro, supra note 2, at 70 (“The clearest area where antitrust enforcement has been overly lax is the treatment of mergers.”); TIM WU, THE CURSE OF BIGNESS: ANTITRUST IN THE NEW GILDED AGE 127 (“The priority for Neo-Brandeisian antitrust is the reform of merger review.”).
healthy conversations about how to achieve the goal—have dominated the public discourse. While economists and legal scholars have clustered into different ideologies, with each claiming a different goal for antitrust law, these debates are simply a red herring. The statutory mandate of antitrust law is clear: the goal is to preserve and promote competition. A misplaced focus on the goal of antitrust consequently results in commentators relying on distorted legislative history, limited economic theory, and various political agendas to purport their self-reinforcing interpretations. But perhaps most dangerously, it prevents a discussion of the deeper normative values underpinning antitrust law that balance the “need for protecting individualism and community . . . in the private economic sphere.”

The language of the Sherman Act and Clayton Act is intentionally broad to assert competition as the “preferred governor of markets” while allowing for debates as to the means to measure and achieve the goal. The legislative history of the Sherman Act reveals various concerns regarding the statute, some economic while others social and political. But the goal of antitrust laws is neither to promote market efficiencies, nor to promote wealth equality, nor to tackle private political power. Instead, antitrust law reflects a careful balancing between competing concerns through “the preservation of free and fair competition or trade.” Granted, this framing does not answer the precise questions of what conduct constitutes competition on the merits. But defining “competition” is difficult precisely because “competition” refers to a process rather than a result. The goal of antitrust is to safeguard the dynamic, robust


12. Id. at 363.

13. Fox, supra note 10, at 1154 (arguing that the competition process is the “preferred governor of markets,” and that competition as a process has unified three major concerns in antitrust law, them being distrust of power, concern for consumers, and commitment to opportunity of entrepreneurs); see also Flynn, supra note 9, at 896 (noting the importance of
This is far from a novel idea. Indeed, most contemporary antitrust scholars can agree that the principal function of antitrust enforcement is to preserve the competitive process. Where they differ are the correct policies and standards to achieve that goal.

This Note begins by clarifying and reasserting that the sole goal of antitrust, as mandated by statute and interpreted by the Supreme Court, is to regulate between business decisions that are part of competition and those that “suppress or even destroy competition.” If antitrust reform is to proceed, the question should be framed as: what is the best method to identify conduct that does not compete on the merits and thereby harms the competitive process. This framing is necessary because competition is not static. The role of the “market” and regulations in our political economy are reflections of our deep, complex societal values and should be informed by progress in economics, social sciences, and technologies. There is no short shrift to these substantive and normative questions. This Note does not aim to resolve the underlying normative debates. Rather, it evaluates different approaches to antitrust enforcement as different proxies to competition. The best approach to understanding the concept of competition as “competition as a process,” and deriving a multi-disciplinary meaning of it).
antitrust enforcement should balance the administrability concerns against the need for normative discussions.

This Note focuses the debates of antitrust enforcement on vertical mergers. Vertical mergers, those “that combine firms or assets at different stages of the same supply chain,” do not directly eliminate competitors and, therefore, present unique and hotly contested considerations in analyzing their competitive effects. Part II of this Note examines the unique role of agencies in merger enforcement in the United States, and then the unique considerations for vertical merger analysis. Part III traces back the history of vertical merger enforcement, and then outlines the drastic changes in merger policy—with their implications for contemporary ideologies—and offers critiques to the status quo. Part IV analyzes potential approaches to process-based antitrust reform. It first rejects a return to the structuralist approach, and then discusses the differences between two purported standards that each claim to protect the competitive process. The final Part, Part V, asserts that antitrust law must protect competition as a process to align the law and regulations with antitrust’s goal of promoting robust competition.

II. VERTICAL Mergers ENFORCEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES

Mergers can be divided into horizontal mergers and non-horizontal mergers. Horizontal mergers involve mergers between actual or potential direct competitors. Therefore, the potential anticompetitive harm of horizontal mergers arises from the direct elimination of competitors because an increase in market share post-merger can directly influence firms’ competitive incentives. In contrast, non-horizontal mergers, which include vertical, diagonal, and conglomerate mergers, have indirect impacts on competition.

Vertical mergers are particularly tricky due to their efficiency-enhancing nature. On one hand, vertical mergers can have inherent efficiency gains from

18. Id.
20. 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines, supra note 19, § 1.
21. Id. § 5.
22. 2020 Vertical Merger Guidelines, supra note 19, § 1.
the elimination of double marginalization (EDM). EDM occurs when the upstream firm transfers input at marginal cost instead of a marked-up price premerger. Therefore, when the input supplier and the output producer are merged, the integrated firm can efficiently supply input to itself and thereby eliminate one of two markups. On the other hand, vertically integrated downstream firms also have “an inherent exclusionary incentive” against unintegrated downstream competitors to preclude supplies. Thus, despite the inherent efficiencies gained from vertical mergers, not all approaches consider them as part of the competitiveness analysis. Even for those who agree on efficiency as a competitive benefit, there is no clear consensus as to how to factor for these potential efficiencies in merger analysis.

Merger analysis considers efficiency claims in two ways. First, efficiencies may be considered in the prima facie case. That is, efficiencies may be part of the inquiry of whether a given merger would have an anticompetitive effect in a given market. Second, it has been argued that out-of-market efficiencies should be credited as merger benefits even after the plaintiff has established their prima facie case. That is, efficiencies can be viewed as an affirmative defense to anticompetitive harm if the efficiencies are substantial enough. At the heart of these debates are three fundamental questions: First, how would a vertical merger harm the competitive process? Second, how would a vertical merger benefit or strengthen the competitive process? And third, how should the agencies and courts balance the potential harms and benefits of the merger, if both exist? The courts have yet to give satisfying answers to these questions, partially due to their lack of expertise and the piecemeal nature of common law merger jurisprudence. While the Supreme Court has rejected efficiencies

24. Id.
30. Id.
as an affirmative defense, \(^{32}\) merger enforcement has deviated from the early courts’ skeptical views on efficiencies claims. \(^{33}\)

The antitrust enforcement agencies play a crucial role in shaping the standard for antitrust enforcement. In the United States, § 7 of the Clayton Act expands on the Sherman Act of 1890 \(^{34}\) and prohibits mergers whose effect “may be substantially to lessen competition, or tend to create a monopoly.” \(^{35}\) With the addition of the Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914, \(^{36}\) the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) have joint authority to arrest anticompetitive mergers in their incipiency. \(^{37}\) If the agency decides that the merger raises competition concerns, it may work with the parties to resolve the issues by entering into a negotiated consent agreement with provisions that will cure the competition concerns. \(^{38}\) Alternatively, the agency may seek to stop the transaction by filing for a preliminary injunction in federal court pending a full examination of the proposed deal in an administrative proceeding. \(^{39}\) Most mergers and acquisitions are able to proceed without much intervention from the agencies, and only a few mergers are litigated in court. \(^{40}\)

Since 1968, the DOJ, later joined by the FTC, began to issue “Merger Guidelines” that outlined the agencies’ analytical techniques and enforcement policies to determine whether to challenge a merger. \(^{41}\) Though not binding,

---

37. Hovenkamp, supra note 28, at 703 (“While private plaintiffs are also empowered to enforce Section 7 through both damages and equity actions, their impact on merger law has been relatively small.”).
39. Id.
courts have generally referred to the Guidelines as a persuasive framework for merger analysis. The Merger Guidelines, therefore, create a critical channel in framing the legal debates. Recently, new leadership at the executive branch has reinvigorated this debate by urging the agencies to strengthen vertical merger enforcement. On June 15, 2021, Lina Khan, a key scholar of the New Brandeis movement, was sworn in as the Chair of the FTC. Shortly after, the FTC majority voted 3-2 to rescind its approval of the Vertical Merger Guidelines (VMG) issued in 2020. Less than a month later, President Biden issued an Executive Order, encouraging the Attorney General and the FTC Chair to review and consider whether to revise the horizontal and vertical Merger Guidelines. More recently, on July 19, 2023, the FTC and DOJ issued a draft update of the Merger Guidelines and requested public comments. The next Part evaluates the unsatisfying historical approaches of vertical merger enforcement as reflected in the various revisions of the Merger Guidelines.

III. THE UNSATISFYING HISTORICAL APPROACHES TO VERTICAL MERGER ENFORCEMENT

Two approaches emerged throughout the evolution of merger enforcement—a structuralist approach and a welfare-based approach. The structuralist approach was manifested in the 1968 Merger Guidelines, and the welfare-based approach appeared in the 1984 Merger Guidelines as well as the newly rescinded 2020 Vertical Merger Guidelines. This Part examines the structuralist and welfare-based approaches to separate anticompetitive and procompetitive vertical mergers. First, this Part discusses the structuralist approach’s populist roots as evident in the 1968 Merger Guidelines. Second, this Part examines the Chicago School’s welfare-based consumer welfare standard and its lasting impact on antitrust enforcement and jurisprudence. Lastly, this Part elaborates on the issues behind the current application of the

42. Greene, supra note 31, at 817.
43. Id. at 821.
consumer welfare standard that has caused gradually diminished vertical merger enforcement.

A. THE STRUCTURALIST APPROACH

The 1968 Merger Guidelines took the structuralist position that mergers are anticompetitive if they result in a highly concentrated market structure.\(^{48}\) This position is hardly surprising, considering the political economy at the time. From the 1940s to 1960s, the prevailing industrial organization economics doctrine was dominated by the “Structure-Conduct-Performance” framework purported by Harvard economists such as Donald Turner, Edward Chamberlain, and Joe Bain.\(^{49}\) In their view, high market concentration tends to result in anticompetitive behavior.\(^{50}\) Accordingly, although the 1968 Guidelines addressed horizontal and vertical mergers separately and identified different theories of anticompetitive harm, the enforcement policies for each were almost exclusively based on market share.\(^{51}\) Especially for vertical mergers, the DOJ identified foreclosure and barriers to entry as potential anticompetitive effects, but noted that vertical merger enforcement “can be satisfactorily stated by . . . [framing] primarily in terms of the market shares of the merging firms and the conditions of entry which already exist in the relevant markets.”\(^{52}\) The 1968 Guidelines also expressly rejected efficiencies as justification for all mergers except under exceptional circumstances.\(^{53}\)

In addition to the prevailing economic theory at the time, the 1968 Guidelines’ embracement of a structuralist approach was motivated by socio-political considerations. Beginning in the 1940s, commentators and legislators became increasingly concerned over the “rising tide of economic concentration in the American economy.”\(^{54}\) In *Alcoa*, Judge Learned Hand famously rejected pure economic considerations and enunciated the socio-

---

51. 1968 Mergers Guidelines, § 4 (addressing horizontal mergers), § 11 (addressing vertical mergers).
52. Id. § 11.
53. Id. § 16.
political goals of antitrust law.\textsuperscript{55} He argued that Congress had intended to preserve “an organization of industry in small units” in spite of the possible cost.\textsuperscript{56} Consistent with the 1968 Guidelines, the Supreme Court famously came very close to entirely ruling out efficiencies as a consideration from the merger analysis in \textit{Brown Shoe Co. v. United States}.\textsuperscript{57} Indeed, the Supreme Court treated protection of competition and the pursuit of efficiencies as directly conflicting objectives.\textsuperscript{58} When balancing between competing considerations of integrated efficiencies and market concentration, the Court concluded that Congress resolved them in favor of decentralization.\textsuperscript{59} The Court’s analysis reflected the prevailing mid-century idea that achieving efficiencies through merger is not a part of the competitive process, and merger that would result in a concentrated market structure is anticompetitive.

B. \textbf{THE CHICAGO SCHOOL’S WELFARE-BASED APPROACH}

Beginning in the late 1960s, a group of legal scholars and economists associated with the University of Chicago began to challenge this interventionist approach underlying the 1968 Guidelines.\textsuperscript{60} The Chicago School aimed to provide a scientific tool for antitrust analysis, which lead to a focus on the outcome of the mergers. While not the first to introduce economic analysis in antitrust, the Chicago School explicitly recognized economics in judicial and administrative literature.\textsuperscript{61} Indeed, the Chicago School’s widely influential consumer welfare standard dominates the mainstream antitrust analysis to this day. Yet, it is a diverse school of thought and has progressed drastically over the years. This Section first discusses the early Chicago School’s laissez-faire approach to vertical mergers, the establishment of the consumer welfare standard, and the standard’s impact on vertical merger enforcement. This Section then examines both the so-called

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{55} United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, 148 F.2d 416, 427 (2d Cir. 1945) (noting that Congress forbade all trusts, regardless of good or bad, not only because of economic motives, but also because of the indirect social or moral effect to prefer a system of small producers).
  \item \textsuperscript{56} Id. at 429.
  \item \textsuperscript{57} 370 U.S. 294, 294 (condemning mergers between two firms with small market shares, in part because the integrated firms can achieve cost-savings).
  \item \textsuperscript{59} \textit{Brown Shoe}, 370 U.S. at 344 (signaling adherence to Congress’s decision to favor decentralization, in the face of competing concerns that maintaining fragmented industries and markets might occasionally create higher costs and prices).
  \item \textsuperscript{60} Scholars in the early Chicago School that purported this view include but are not limited to: Robert Bork, John McGee, Lester Telser, Richard Posner, and Ward Bowman.
\end{itemize}
Post-Chicago School’s critics of the Chicago School and the welfare-based analytical framework for vertical merger under the more complex and sophisticated Post-Chicago School.


Relying on the belief that in the long run markets tend to self-correct, the early Chicago School rejected the structuralist approach of the 1960s and advocated for a laissez-faire approach to antitrust enforcement. Overenforcement was considered an evil and agencies were directed to intervene only when it was clear that certain anticompetitive conduct was threatening consumer welfare.

The Chicago School offered three insights into the definition of the competitive process. First, it offered a “coherent and elegant ideology” that shifts the focus of antitrust from market structure to a purely economic calculation. In that sense, the use of economic models in administrative and judicial decision-making promised a rigorous, value-neutral approach to market regulation. Second, and relatedly, the Chicago School prescribed welfare as the sole determination of whether conduct is procompetitive or anticompetitive. Jurist and scholar Robert Bork coined the term “consumer welfare standard” as the only value to be considered by a court. Yet, Bork, a lawyer by training, departed from the traditional economic textbook definition and interpreted consumer welfare as the “the maximization of wealth” increased through market efficiency. In classic economics, what Bork referred to is the total welfare in the market, irrespective of the distribution of surplus between consumers and producers. The biggest difference between total welfare and a true consumer welfare approach is that under a true consumer welfare approach, only welfare gained by the consumer would be

63. *Id.*
64. Hovenkamp, *supra* note 61, at 258, 265.
65. *Id.* at 265.
66. See A. Douglas Melamed & Nicholas Petit, *The Misguided Assault on the Consumer Welfare Standard in the Age of Platform Markets*, 54 REV. INDUS. ORG. 741, 746 (2019) (“[T]he CW paradigm makes clear that antitrust laws are about conduct that reduces or is likely to reduce economic welfare and is not intended to prevent noneconomic harms such as harm to the political process or to serve other social objectives.”).
68. *Id.* at 7.
credited as competitively beneficial. But under the Borkean view, mergers that increase efficiencies are procompetitive, regardless of their harm to competitors and even consumers. As a result, efficiency is not only an affirmative defense, but also the benchmark for competitiveness.

This embrace of total welfare naturally led to the Chicago School’s third influence—a view that vertical mergers are generally competitively neutral or procompetitive, and therefore should be presumed to be procompetitive to avoid false positive errors and overdeterrence.70 Although the Chicago School did identify some competitive concerns, its early proponents “placed little credence in the harm from foreclosure” and collusion.71 First, the Chicago School rejected the theory of foreclosure, on the ground that the unintegrated rival may gain access to input elsewhere by realigning purchasing patterns.72 Second, it rejected the theory of leverage, based on an oversimplified “single monopoly profit” model that claimed that the integrated firm cannot enjoy more than one monopoly profit.73 Lastly, the Chicago School viewed vertical mergers as “invariably highly efficient,” in large part because of the elimination of double marginalization.74

Bork pushes the presumption of procompetitive effect further by famously rejecting calculation for individual efficiencies.75 Bork relied on a “beguilingly simple” theory: to the extent that vertical integration creates efficiencies, it may deter entry, but only as a result of increased competition through cost-savings; to the extent that a vertical merger is not efficient, it would not impede entry.76 Unlike Oliver Williamson’s welfare tradeoff model, which would balance the productive efficiencies gain against consumer welfare loss to determine the total welfare impact of a merger, Bork argued that an individualized calculation of net welfare gain is neither necessary nor possible.77 Instead, Bork believed that efficiencies would be presumed to exist in all vertical mergers.78 Although Bork’s extreme views on vertical integration have subsequently been doubted by other Chicago scholars, they have important and lasting impacts in courts’

70. Salop, supra note 23, at 1972; see also Orbach, supra note 69, at 162 n.38 (explaining false positive and false negative errors in antitrust enforcement).
71. Riordan & Salop, supra note 25, at 518.
72. Id. at 516.
73. Id. at 517.
75. Hovenkamp, supra note 49, at 983.
76. Id. at 994.
78. Id.
considerations of efficiencies benefits in vertical mergers, particularly with regard to the gradually pro-defendant burden of proof in proving efficiencies.

In response to the adoption of the consumer welfare standard and the Chicago School’s economics-centered analysis, efficiencies analysis began to enter the merger review framework in the 1982 Merger Guidelines.\footnote{79} Unsurprisingly, the Guidelines marked a radical change from a market-structure-based approach to a market-power-based approach for both horizontal and vertical mergers.\footnote{80} For vertical mergers, the DOJ would no longer rely on a structure-based presumption of anticompetitive harm. Instead, the agency would evaluate the competitive effects of a merger based on specific theories of harm. The 1982 Guidelines emphasized that vertical mergers lack direct impact on market concentration.\footnote{81} Moreover, just two years later, the 1984 Guidelines marked a “more dramatic departure from earlier positions.”\footnote{82} Influenced by the Chicago School’s endorsement of market efficiency, the 1984 Guidelines began by expressly claiming that “[t]he primary benefits of mergers to the economy is their efficiency-enhancing potential.”\footnote{83} Most notably, the Guidelines noted that “the Department will give relatively more weight to expected efficiencies” for vertical mergers than horizontal mergers.\footnote{84} Under the 1984 Guidelines, the DOJ would allow mergers that it otherwise would challenge if the parties could establish by clear and convincing evidence that the merger will achieve net efficiencies.\footnote{85}

However, despite Bork’s misnomer, the agencies and courts mostly interpreted consumer welfare as consumer surplus, not total surplus, and, accordingly, rejected efficiencies as an affirmative defense. The 1984 Guidelines took this view by presenting efficiencies as a factor to consider, not as a defense.\footnote{86} The then-Assistant Attorney General Paul McGrath clarified that under this approach the DOJ “would not balance expected efficiencies against expected anticompetitive consequences.”\footnote{87} In doing so, the agencies

\footnote{80. Id. § 1.0.}
\footnote{81. Id. § 4.1A.}
\footnote{82. Rose & Sallet, supra note 77, at 1953.}
\footnote{84. Id.}
\footnote{85. Id.}
\footnote{86. Id. §§ 3.5, 4.135.}
reaffirmed that an efficiencies gain must result in an increase in consumer surplus to be credited as procompetitive.


Beginning in the 1990s, armed with a more sophisticated understanding of microeconomics, commentators concluded that the Chicago School’s economic models were overly simplistic. The Post-Chicago School debunked the “single monopoly profit theories” and the assumption of a perfectly competitive market with unhindered free flow of information and low entry barriers. Rather, the Post-Chicago School observed that in imperfectly competitive markets, evaluating the net competitive effect of a merger is a question of fact, not theory, which often requires sophisticated econometric modeling. Informed by game theory and industrial organization economics, the Post-Chicago School offered a newer, more realistic methodology to market structure in which vertical mergers can have anticompetitive effects.

The Post-Chicago School made three major contributions to the vertical merger evaluation. First, it incorporated market imperfection into economic analysis and offered tools for analyzing both unilateral and coordinated harms in vertical mergers. In terms of unilateral harms, the Post-Chicago School provided “a metered alternative” to the largely binary concept of foreclosure. The idea is that an integrated firm may reduce sales or increase prices to downstream unintegrated rivals and thereby make it more costly for downstream rivals to do business. The Post-Chicago School measured harms under foreclosure not by a competitor’s exit, but instead by the increase in equilibrium prices. Additionally, the Post-Chicago School argued that vertical mergers can facilitate exclusionary conduct based on competitively sensitive information obtained through the mergers. The agencies adopted the Post-Chicago School’s view on competitive harms and incorporated the theories of raising rivals’ costs and access to competitively sensitive information in the 2020 Vertical Merger Guidelines—the first revision of vertical merger review.

89. See generally Salop, supra note 23 (rejecting the Chicago School’s assumption and providing analytical framework for foreclosure and leverage theories).
90. Id. at 1974.
91. Id.
92. Hovenkamp, supra note 61, at 324.
94. Id.
95. Id.
96. Riordan & Salop, supra note 25, at 520.
since 1984. Under the 2020 VMG, the agencies consider the ability and incentive for the merged firm to raise rivals’ costs (RRC) or foreclose sale(s). The central question for a firm’s ability is “whether the downstream rivals have good substitutes for the input in question.” If the downstream firms have no good substitute, their ability to compete is weakened if the merged firm denies access to or charges higher prices for the input. In that case, the merged firm has the ability to RRC or foreclose inputs. The key question for determining incentive is whether weakening “downstream rivals would enhance profit of the merged firm due to diverted downstream sales.” If a merged firm has both the ability and the incentive to RRC or foreclose input, the merger harms the downstream competitors. But a final balancing of the RRC and efficiencies claims is still required. Generally, this last step requires complex econometrics modeling and simulation.

Second, the Post-Chicago School reaffirmed the welfare-based consumer welfare standard but clarified that consumer welfare, rather than total welfare, should be the benchmark to determine whether business conduct is procompetitive or anticompetitive. While the Post-Chicago School has acknowledged market imperfection and the likelihood of foreclosure in vertical mergers, it has shifted the focus of competitive injury away from the destruction of rivals purported by the 1960s structuralists. For the Post-Chicago School, harm to rivals was simply part of the competitive process if and only if the merger would not make consumers worse off. While the Post-Chicago School acknowledged the intrinsic EDM effect for most vertical mergers in imperfectly competitive markets, it asserted that EDM and other efficiencies gains do not always pass down to consumers. Accordingly, under a consumer welfare standard, any efficiency gains that do not pass on to consumers theoretically should not be credited.

The agencies adopted this approach in the 2020 VMG, under which efficiency claims must be merger-specific, cognizable, and verifiable to be

---

97. 2020 Vertical Merger Guidelines, supra note 19.
98. Id. § 4(a).
100. Id.
101. Id.
102. Hovenkamp, supra note 61, at 318.
103. Hovenkamp, supra note 93, at 174.
105. See id. at 1974 (“[E]ven if EDM or other efficiencies do create downward pricing pressure, that downward pressure does not necessarily dominate the upward pricing pressure from the incentive of the upstream merging firm to raise its input price to rivals.”).
credited as competitive benefits.\textsuperscript{106} Efficiencies are merger-specific when they are likely to be achieved through the merger and unlikely to be accomplished through any practical alternatives.\textsuperscript{107} For example, in assessing the merger-specificity of EDM, the agencies “examine whether it would likely be less costly for the merged firm to self-supply inputs [post-merger] . . . than for the downstream firm to purchase them from one or more independent firms absent the merger.”\textsuperscript{108} Efficiency claims are cognizable if they do not arise from anticompetitive reduction in output or service.\textsuperscript{109} Efficiency claims are verifiable if the merging parties are able to meet the burden to substantiate their claims by showing that they are not merely speculative.\textsuperscript{110} However, while the Post-Chicago School explicitly rejected a total welfare standard, the 2020 VMG retained a footnote indicating that agencies may consider out-of-market efficiencies.\textsuperscript{111}

Additionally, the 2020 VMG provided that harms to downstream unintegrated rivals are not sufficient to constitute harm to competition. Rather, consistent with most of the Post-Chicago commentators,\textsuperscript{112} the 2020 VMG required evaluating the competitive effect of a merger on the actual or potential buyers of the downstream firms.\textsuperscript{113} The VMG expressly acknowledged that while the merged firm may have the ability and incentive to foreclose its rival or raise their costs, the merger can also create procompetitive effects that offset or even outweigh the incentive to harm customers.\textsuperscript{114} A merger that harms downstream unintegrated competitors may nonetheless be benign if it does not harm downstream consumers. Under the Guidelines, the agencies would take an additional step to evaluate “the likely net effect on the competition.”\textsuperscript{115}

Third, to balance the potential efficiency benefits from the merger against the potential foreclosure or coordinated effect of a vertical merger, the Post-

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{106} 2020 Vertical Merger Guidelines, supra note 19, § 6.
\textsuperscript{107}  Id. (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{108}  Id.
\textsuperscript{109}  Id.
\textsuperscript{110}  Id.
\textsuperscript{111}  See 2020 Vertical Merger Guidelines, supra note 19, § 6 n.6 (“The Agencies in their prosecutorial discretion may also consider efficiencies not strictly in the relevant market[.]”).
\textsuperscript{112}  See Shapiro, supra note 99, at 320 (following the 2020 Vertical Merger Guidelines’ approach of evaluating input foreclosure concerns based on their impact on downstream customers); Riordan & Salop, supra note 25, at 561 (“In evaluating input foreclosure, we concluded that proof that input prices would rise is insufficient. It also is necessary to show injury to consumers.”).
\textsuperscript{113}  2020 Vertical Merger Guidelines, supra note 19, § 1.
\textsuperscript{114}  Id.
\textsuperscript{115}  Id. § 4(a).
\end{flushleft}
Chicago School proposed a welfare tradeoff model to evaluate the net competitive effect of the merger. Where vertical mergers create significant efficiency benefits and raise significant competitive concerns, “those conflicting effects must be weighed and balanced.” The Post-Chicago School’s sophisticated welfare-balancing approach dominates the contemporary antitrust analysis. But the increasing reliance on econometrics and expert testimony imposes a great challenge for lawyers and judges to evaluate the accuracy and presumptions behind these complex economic models. The next section addresses the shortcomings of the modern Post-Chicago approach.

C. CRITIQUE OF CURRENT VERTICAL MERGER ENFORCEMENT

Commentators who are discontent over the status quo of vertical merger enforcement have argued for a reform in merger enforcement and offered three main critiques. First, the misleading phrasing of “consumer” welfare has led to neglect in identifying merger harms to input markets such as the labor market. Second, although the merger guidelines acknowledge non-price harms, the consumer welfare standard, as currently applied, focuses almost exclusively on economic factors such as price, output, or efficiencies, and rarely considered less-quantifiable theories based on reduced product quality, variety, and diminished innovation.

Third and relatedly, under the Chicago School’s continuing influence within the agencies and the judiciary, merger enforcement has been indoctrinated with pro-defendant assumptions that vertical mergers are mostly procompetitive. Therefore, in practice, contrary to the incipiency standard mandated by the Clayton Act, a plaintiff challenging a vertical merger faces a heavy burden to show competitive harm under the three-step burden-shifting framework outlined in *United States v. AT&T*. For example, under a

120. 916 F.3d 1029, 1032 (D.C. Cir. 2019).
bargaining theory based on pricing pressure, a plaintiff must quantify the net effect on competition and persuade the skeptical generalist judge, who is often ill-equipped to evaluate complex economic models and tends to err on the side of the defendant.121

The burden on plaintiffs seems to be even heavier for those who allege prima facie theories of harms other than price and output. Even after the revision of the 2020 VMG and the 2010 HMG, which explicitly outline various non-price theories of harms, courts are reluctant to embrace theories of harms other than price and output.122 Plaintiffs are frequently required to show econometric proof that relies on data access.123 In addition, it is not sufficient for a plaintiff to merely show that the merged firm has the ability and incentive to harm competition as a profit maximizing entity. The plaintiff must also consider any historical business practices that would prevent the merged firm from behaving anticompetitively and show that the merged firm would harm downstream consumers.

For example, in a recent vertical merger case, Judge Carl Nichols of the District Court of Columbia rejected the government’s vertical data misuse theory for a merger between UnitedHealth Group and Change Healthcare, a health care technology company that operated the largest electronic data interchange (EDI)124 clearinghouse in the United States.125 Under the vertical data misuse theory, the government claimed that UnitedHealthcare, the nation’s biggest commercial health insurer, would have access and use rights to the claims data of its rivals and would thereby deter its rivals from innovating out of the fear that UnitedHealthcare will free ride off their innovation.126 Judge Nichols found that the government failed to establish fact-specific showings that United would “uproot its entire business strategy and corporate culture,” intentionally violate firewall policies and existing contractual commitments, and sacrifice significant financial reputational interests.127 And, perhaps most alarmingly, Judge Nichols further reasoned that even if the government had shown that the merged firm has an incentive

---

121. See Shapiro, supra note 99, for a detailed account of the heavy evidentiary burden to show harms in United States v. AT&T, Inc.
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to misuse claims data obtained through Change’s EDI clearing house, the
government failed to demonstrate that rival payers would innovate less post-
merger. And, even if rival payers would scale back on innovation, the
government must also have proved that the reduction in innovation would 
substantially lessen competition. As this example shows, the immense burden
on plaintiffs to establish prima facie harms has a serious chilling effect on
potential private plaintiffs and agencies who have limited resources. The result
is that, for the past forty years, only a handful of cases were litigated where the
focus was mainly on the vertical aspects of the merger—and the agencies lost
each of them.

IV. VERTICAL MERGER REFORM

Reformers wishing to reinvigorate vertical merger enforcement generally
fall under one of the three camps: (1) a return to the structuralist approach; (2)
a trading partner welfare approach (rebranded as “protecting competition”);
or (3) a protection of competitive process standard. Reformers under the
second and third camps share the same explicit acknowledgement of antitrust’s
competition goal and urge focus on the merger’s impact on the competitive
process. Yet, the two groups differ as to how to evaluate the competitive
impact. The trading partner welfare standard expands the consumer welfare
standard’s narrow focus of a merger’s impact on direct consumers onto trading
partners on the other side of the market. Meanwhile, the protection of
competitive process standard rejects the use of welfare as a proxy and argues
that antitrust law should directly separate “fair and foul.”

This Part asserts that a protection of competitive process standard—the
third approach—is needed to truly capture the concept of competition and
safeguard the long-term interests of consumers, producers, and workers. The
first Section, IV.A, argues that a return to the first, structuralist approach is
undesirable. The second Section, IV.B, comparatively analyzes the frameworks
under the trading partner welfare standard and the protection of competition
approach. The last Section, IV.C, asserts that the rebranded trading partner
welfare standard is inadequate to safeguard competition, and analyzes
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application of each the second and third approaches in vertical merger enforcement.

A. CRITIQUES OF A RETURN TO THE STRUCTURALIST APPROACH

At the outset, this Note rejects a return to the structuralist approach. Relying on the original legislative intent and the populist root of the Sherman Act, some reformers advocate that concentrated private power is an evil in and of itself and should be prohibited or regulated. Some even propose for a return to the 1968 Merger Guidelines. However, a focus on market structure risks the same pitfalls as the Chicago School’s consumer welfare standard, as they both focus on results rather than process. The 1960’s structuralist approach emerged in an era when there were no satisfactory tools for case-by-case assessment for mergers. The “Structure Conduct Performance” framework prevalent at that time was supplanted long ago within industrial organization economics. Additionally, the New Brandeis’ argument based on the murky legislative intent of the Sherman Act is as unpersuasive today as when it was raised by Judge Bork for his prescription of the consumer welfare standard. Although the Sherman Act was inspired by various social, political, and economic concerns of monopolies, antitrust law is not designed to solve all of these concerns. What’s more, regardless of Congress’s intent over a hundred years ago, antitrust statutes’ broad mandates have been generally viewed as a common law-like process evolving overtime. A fixation over the original intent of the law is neither meaningful nor productive to the discussion.

It is not to say that antitrust law is solely for promoting economic goals. It does not. A narrow view that antitrust should only look at economic welfare of the society, however defined, is misguided. Indeed, unlike many commentators who reject a return to a structuralist approach, this Note
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recognizes that the New Brandeis movement and earlier progressive commentators are correct to identify that antitrust laws promote competition to serve a variety of interests. The structuralist’s biggest pitfall, however, is that it views socio-political benefits of a decentralized market a prevailing and dispositive consideration. Its favoritism of decentralized markets would bypass the process of vigorous competition and ignore the benefits of increased efficiencies.

Some New Brandeis commentators enunciate several principles of antitrust in hope to replace the Chicago School’s efficiency obsession. Some of these objectives are within the purview of antitrust law, while others are not. For example, reformers aim for “the preservation of open markets, the protection of producers and consumers from monopoly abuse and the dispersion of political and economic control.” The first two aims fall squarely within the idea of protecting competition, while the connection between protecting competition and the “dispersion of political and economic control” is less direct. It is important to note that antitrust law is not and should not be the only body of law that addresses the political control of private entities, the inequitable distribution of wealth, and many other social issues.

It is antithetical to the basic idea of competition to punish firms for being big and successful if they achieve their size lawfully. The line between size and power is a thin one, and commentators may disagree vigorously about what strategies are or are not lawful. But a shortcut based on the size of the firm alone contradicts the long-held distinction between the mere possession of market power and abuse of market power. Perhaps more importantly, a structuralist approach, like the welfare approach, predetermines the role of antitrust law in our democratic republic and forecloses normative discussions about fairness, justice, and market competition. Therefore, a presumption or
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even per se illegality based on a firm’s size and market power is not a desirable policy. 144

B. THE TWO STANDARDS OF PROTECTING COMPETITION: TRADING PARTNER WELFARE STANDARD AND PROTECTION OF THE COMPETITIVE PROCESS

The idea of protecting competition means little without defining what types of business conduct are deemed proper and which are not. Therefore, while commentators generally agree on the goal of antitrust law as protecting competition or the competitive process, how to administer that goal is particularly divisive. This Section discusses two existing standards and their key differences.

Under the guise of various names, a number of mainstream progressives argue for a “trading partner” welfare approach to protect the competitive process. 145 In its essence, compared to the Post-Chicago School’s consumer welfare standard, the trading partner welfare standard expands the recognition of harm from consumers to trading partners on the other side of the market. 146 Trading partners thus include product and labor suppliers, and welfare is defined broadly to include product variety, product quality, and innovation. 147 While commentators supporting the trading partner welfare standard acknowledge that promoting competition is the goal of antitrust, they also emphasize that economic measurements are necessary to make this goal operational. 148 The issue with underenforcement in vertical mergers, they
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argue, is not that the welfare approach is wrong, but that it has not been applied properly under the influence of the Chicago School.\textsuperscript{149} Under this view, the issues of false negative errors and the plaintiff’s high evidentiary burden to establish prima facie case can be fixed by establishing rebuttable presumptions.\textsuperscript{150} Similarly, the critique over the welfare standard’s price fixation is not inherent to the consumer welfare paradigm.\textsuperscript{151} In sum, the trading partner welfare standard does not signify a fundamental change in a welfare approach.\textsuperscript{152} Rather, it is a rebranding of the consumer welfare standard to escape the inconsistent history of the term since Bork and the Chicago School.\textsuperscript{153} Under this approach, mergers that harm trading partners on the other side of the market are anticompetitive and should be condemned.

In contrast, some commentators associated with the New Brandeis school reject the use of welfare as a proxy and argue that antitrust law should directly separate “fair and foul” under a protection of competitive process standard.\textsuperscript{154} In an influential paper prior to her appointment to the FTC, Chairwoman Lina Khan criticized the use of consumer welfare as “inadequate to promote real competition.”\textsuperscript{155} She identified that the issue with the welfare standard is that it focuses on an outcome, as opposed to process.\textsuperscript{156} The right inquiry is about a business conduct’s impact on the neutrality of the competitive process and the openness of the market, which must be viewed in relation to the market structure.\textsuperscript{157} Many critics of the New Brandeis movement have characterized the school as advocating for a structuralist return under the “big is bad” motto.\textsuperscript{158} But the New Brandeis School is much more diverse and nuanced than that. In \textit{Amazon’s Antitrust Paradox}, Khan clarified that she was not advocating for “a strict return to the structure-conduct-performance...
paradigm." Instead, she argued that market structure provides insights on how power is distributed in a given market, which is crucial to determine whether a business decision would prevent competition on the merits. In other words, the New Brandeis’ view of antitrust does not blanketly prohibit big firms from engaging in certain business conducts just because of their size. Rather, it simply recognizes that dominant firms may be prohibited from engaging in certain conduct where their smaller rivals would not because dominant firms have the power to distort the competitive outcome. Khan defined “distorting” as “a single player [having] enough control to dictate outcomes.” Under this definition, large firms that engage in conduct or agreements that do not give them the power to dictate a competitive result are free to do so without scrutiny. In the horizontal merger context, agencies, economists, and courts have long recognized that concentration in a given market is a good indicator of whether a horizontal merger would raise substantial competitive concerns. Under the 2010 HMG, a firm with the largest market share would not be allowed to merge with the second largest competitor in a concentrated market, while a merger between two small competitors may not raise similarly competitive concerns. Market structure has always mattered and should continue to matter in antitrust analysis.

The disconnect between these two competition-focused approaches stems from their different definitions of “competition on the merits.” Whereas mainstream progressives view conduct that does not harm trading partners as competition on the merits, the protection of competitive process standard recognizes that conduct that does not harm consumers or suppliers may nonetheless harm the competitive process. Thus, their key disagreement is the role of regulation in shaping the competitive process.

The proponents of the welfare approach view markets as strictly driven by economics. That is, market regulations and policies (including antitrust policy) exist to facilitate the best allocation of resources. New Brandeis proponents, on the other hand, view markets as defined by economic justice, fairness, and opportunities. Therefore, while economic learnings may guide our understanding of the economic effects of certain business conduct, a determination of legality requires additional examination of the equitable
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effects of that conduct. The New Brandeis movement presented several factors to consider in determining the neutrality of the competitive process, including entry barriers, conflict of interest, the emergence of gatekeepers or bottlenecks, the use of and control over data, and the dynamics of bargaining power.\footnote{165}

To resolve this dispute of whether the rebranded welfare standard is adequate to protect competition, we must answer the underlying question of what the competitive process seeks to protect. The trading partner welfare standard offers compelling reasons to limit actionable harms to those suffered by trading partners and to use welfare, broadly defined, as a measurement of harm. But the welfare-based approach deviates from the principle of protecting competition in significant ways when applied to vertical mergers.\footnote{166}

The next Sections explain why a process-based approach is needed to effectively protect competition.

C. **PROTECTION OF COMPETITIVE PROCESS**

This Section begins (in Section IV.C.1) by establishing a framework for analyzing vertical mergers under the protection of competitive process standard.\footnote{167} The Section then (in Section IV.C.2) evaluates the two competition-based standards by looking at their substantive abilities to capture and protect the essence of competition, as well as their administrability. Section IV.C.2.a first argues that the trading partner welfare standard fails to recognize that “competition” is not limited to the relationships and interactions between sellers and buyers, but also includes dynamics between sellers who compete in the market. Section IV.C.2.b then notes that balancing the various harms and benefits among trading partners is no more administrable than asking courts
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to make equitable judgments of business conduct under the protection of
competition standard.

1. **Framework for Assessing the Competitive Process**

A true process-based standard should look at (1) the incentives and abilities
of the merged firm to prevent downstream rivals from competing on the
merits, and (2) whether the entry barriers in the downstream market are
sufficiently high to raise competitive concerns. Under the first prong, a focus
on the competitive process standard should debunk the popular but often
misquoted slogan that antitrust protects competition, not competitors. 168
Protecting competitors against conduct that impedes competing on the merits
is protecting competition. A showing of the merged firm’s incentives and
abilities to foreclose or RRC through sophisticated econometric modeling is
sufficient but not necessary. Downstream competitors’ abilities to compete on
the merits can be further defined as offering goods or services at cheaper
prices, better quality, or in any other way that attracts consumers. 169

Under the second prong, regarding entry barriers, harms to downstream
rivals by themselves are not sufficient to render a merger anticompetitive. A
competitive process protects the robustness of the market as a whole, not any
particular unintegrated downstream rival. 170 The requirement that plaintiffs
must bear the burden of proving high barriers to entry in the downstream
market would safeguard this principle. If the downstream market has low entry
barriers and the loss of competition from the foreclosure effect can practically
be replenished, the competitive process of the downstream market would not
be harmed. Conversely, if the downstream market has high entry barriers or
the if vertical merger is likely to result in high entry barriers, such as by creating
the need for two-tier entry, the downstream competition would be harmed and
the merger is anticompetitive.

Moreover, efficiency claims should not be credited as a defense when the
two prongs are met. 171 It is true that any efficiencies gained through vertical
integration may give the merged firm an incentive to pass those efficiencies
down for the benefit of consumers. Accordingly, some may argue that
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efficiency should be credited as a part of “competition on the merits.” However, conducts that harm the competitive process may increase efficiency in the short run. For example, efficiency gained from vertical integration may simultaneously create incentives to foreclose downstream unintegrated rivals. For mergers that do not impede on the competitive process, which are most mergers, firms are free to achieve efficiencies through vertical integration. But for vertical mergers that generate substantial efficiency benefits, the potential harm to competition is also more likely. Crediting efficiency gains based on overall consumer welfare increases would put consumers’ benefits before harms to a fair competitive process. In light of the incipiency standard enunciated by the Clayton Act, harms to the competitive process, once established, cannot be cured through efficiency claims.

2. The Competitive Process Standard is Better Suited to Protect Competition

This Section addresses two reasons why the protection of competitive process standard is better than the trading partners welfare standard. First, competition serves to safeguard both consumers and competitors. Thus, the trading partner welfare standard is not sufficient to capture the essence of competition when it ignores harms to competitors. Second, the trading partner welfare standard cannot capture dynamic competitive harms and thus is no more administrable than the competitive process standard.

a) The Competitive Process Serves Both Consumers and Competitors

Mainstream progressives argue that competition is fundamentally intended to serve consumers. Mere harms to competitors are not actionable harms because “many forms of legitimate competition harm rivals but benefit customers.” Thus, the trading partners welfare standard becomes a useful tool to separate legitimate competitive conduct from illegitimate conduct. However, the trading partner welfare standard presents an interesting issue when applied to the vertical merger context. Since vertical mergers necessarily involve two stages of a supply chain, trading partners in a vertical merger can arguably include downstream unintegrated rivals who rely on the upstream
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supplier. Under a consumer welfare standard, as outlined in the 2010 HMG and 2020 VMG, a “consumer” was considered to be the direct consumer of the downstream firm. 177 Therefore, harms to downstream rivals were not considered in the analysis, despite the fact that they are consumers of the upstream firm prior to the merger.

Under a trading partner welfare standard, a similar question arises: are downstream unintegrated rivals considered as trading partners whose harms are recognized under the expanded standard of trading partner welfare? 178 The mainstream progressives fail to give a consistent answer to this question. The general consensus is that harms to downstream unintegrated rivals are not by themselves sufficient to render a merger anticompetitive. 179

But tensions arise when a vertically integrated firm has the incentive and ability to foreclose downstream rivals, yet at the same time generates cognizable, merger-specific efficiencies that benefit downstream customers. 180 Some commentators acknowledge that when the merged firm has the ability and incentive to raise costs for the unintegrated downstream rivals, the impact “could be said to disrupt competition on the merits.” 181 On the other hand, the welfare-based reformers nonetheless suggest a final balancing of the welfare effect on the consumers. Some commentators proposed using a burden-shifting rule that allows a plaintiff to shift the burden to the merging parties once the plaintiff establishes harms to downstream rivals. 182 Then, the merging parties must bear the burden to produce evidence of merger-specific benefits, including accounting for the elimination of double marginalization and other efficiency claims. 183 Next, if the merging parties are able to rebut the prima facie case, the plaintiff bears the ultimate burden of persuasion to show the net effect on the downstream customers. 184

Under a foreclosure or RRC theory, for example, prima facie harm is established if the plaintiff can show that the merged firm has the ability and
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incentive to foreclose or significantly raise rivals’ costs. Then, the merging parties can rebut the prima facie case by proving that the efficiencies are cognizable and merger-specific. Ultimately, the case comes down to modeling the welfare tradeoffs on downstream firms’ consumers when both foreclosure effect and efficiencies are present.

The welfare-based reformers claim that a change in the burden of proof would remove the undue burden on the plaintiff and encourage the parties to “seriously balanc[e]” the pricing effect when necessary. But if the goal is to protect competition on the merits and impede harms to downstream rivals on their ability to compete with the merged firm on the merits, why engage in the final balancing at all? This gap between the harms to the process and harms to consumers demonstrate that mergers that harm the competitive process may not always result in harms to consumers. Alternatively, firms that compete vigorously can produce sub-optimal allocations of resources and may not directly benefit consumers economically. Most vertical mergers that harm downstream rivals are likely to result in harm to consumers. But equating consumers’ economic welfare to the vigorousness of competition is both under- and over-inclusive.

b) Welfare Cannot Capture Dynamic Harms, at Least Not Without Sacrificing Administrability

Even if the ultimate goal of competition is to serve consumers, a trading welfare standard can easily fall into the same fraught fixation over qualifiable evidence as the consumer welfare standard. To the extent that the mainstream progressives’ rebranding is successful, a trading partner welfare standard is likely to be extremely hard to administer. To begin, “welfare” in a technical sense does not necessarily cover the general notion of consumer interest or supplier interest. Granted, in theory, a welfare standard can be defined broadly enough to encompass a broad range of long-term interests, such as innovation, consumer satisfaction, etc. But in reality, courts often require quantifiable economic analysis as evidence, starting from market definition to the defendant’s abilities and incentives to engage in anticompetitive conduct
post-merger. A simple rebranding of consumer welfare would not resolve the issues of technocracy and inhospitality towards less quantifiable interests, particularly when proof of additional harm to consumers is required.

Second and relatedly, broadening the concept of welfare to encompass a broad range of interests, such as innovation and product quality, would greatly undermine the administrability of the welfare standard. To illustrate, consider a vertical merger that would allow the merged firm to gain access to competitively sensitive information about its downstream rivals. Like the government in UnitedHealth Group, the plaintiff would allege a harm to innovation based on the theory of data misuse. Assuming the plaintiff can successfully establish a prima facie harm, the defendant would aim to rebut the case by arguing that the merger-specific efficiency benefits of the merger lower prices for consumers. How should a court balance alleged long-term consumer harm stemming from the potential loss of innovation against efficiency gains by the defendant and the alleged short-term consumer welfare gain? While the welfare approach provides a helpful model to trading off conflicting welfare effects, it gives little instruction on how to tradeoff between different types of welfare harms.

Critics of the protection of competitive process standard have frequently attacked the New Brandeis school’s process-based approach for its indeterminacy, administrability, and unsophistication. But it is no less indeterminant or un-administrable than the trading partner welfare standard. Protecting competition and confronting novel business practices is no easy task. It is particularly true if the goal is to avoid false negative error, in light of weakened merger enforcement under the Chicago School’s dooming influence. In that sense, the protection of competitive process standard offers a clean slate to define the role of markets and unfair business conduct.

As aforementioned, a process-based standard need not deviate from sound economic learning. Industrial economic theories are and will continue to be helpful in identifying changes to firms’ incentives and abilities to prevent rivals from competing on the merits. The protection of competitive process standard
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emphasizes that economic theories and models are tools that help us understand the relationships between business entities, rather than limiting principles. The protection of competition is itself a protection of economic liberty, which inevitably has the indirect effect of protecting other social and political values. It should be driven by a determination of right and wrong conduct in the market. The inquiry is purely about the economy, but not purely economic. Defining desirable market conduct thus requires deeper discussions to draw the line between fairness and efficiencies, individuals and communities.

V. CONCLUSION

Vertical merger enforcement has become the front and center of antitrust debates. It offers a great opportunity to reevaluate the role of antitrust law in our society. Despite the decades of debates over the proper goal of antitrust, antitrust law is about protecting a competitive process. Congress’s decision in entrusting “competition” as the governor of the market reflects a careful balancing between the benefits of integrated efficiencies and deconcentrated economic powers; between private contractual and property rights and the broader sense of fairness embedded in our legal system.

Conversations and disagreements about the definition of competition and what role antitrust law should play in facilitating competition are encouraged. Vertical merger enforcement presents a unique opportunity for this debate: Whose harms and whose benefits should we recognize? How should we balance harms and benefits when they are borne by different groups? How should we balance long-term harms and short-term benefits? These are hard questions that require more vigorous discussions about the role of regulation in the markets and the normative values of economic liberty. Hopefully, this Note provides a forum for that.